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UND LATEINISCHER GRAMMATIKER

FRANCO MONTANARI

I frammenti dei grammatici Agathokles,

Hellanikos, Ptolemaios Epithetes

In appendice i grammatici

Theophilos, Anaxagoras, Xenon

Lesbonax

nEPI ZXHMATQN
Edited with an Introduction by David L. Blank

The Fragments of Comanus of Naucratis
Edited by Andrew R. Dyck

Large-octavo. VI, 265 pages. 1988. Cloth DM 215,-
ISBN 311010721X (Volume 7)

Editions of fragments of the "Zenodoteer" and (in the Appendix) the
"Chorizontes", each with an introduction, testimonies, critical apparatus and
commentary, Indexes (Montanari). Tractatus by Lesbonax on the syntactic
characteristics of various dialects and authors, with an introduction, critical

apparatus and indexes (Blank). Fragments by Komanos, one of the older
contemporaries of Aristarchus', with an introduction, critical apparatus and

commentary, Indexes (Dyck).
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Princeton
University
Press

Socrates on Trial
Thomas C. Brickhouse and Nicholas D. Smith

Thomas Brickhouse and Nicholas Smith offer a comprehen-
sive historical and philosophical interpretation of, and com-
mentary on, one of Plato's most widely read works, the
Apology of Socrates. Virtually every modern interpretation char-
acterizes some part of what Socrates says in the Apology as
purposefully irrelevant or even antithetical to convincing the
jury to acquit him at his trial. This book, by contrast, argues
persuasively that Socrates offers a sincere and well-reasoned
defense against the charges he faces.

"This book stands head and shoulders over other recent
treatments of Plato's Apology. It should become the standard
work in this area."
—Richard Kraut, University of Illinois at Chicago
Due January 1989
Cloth: $35.00 ISBN 0-691-07332-5

Plautus in Performance
The Theatre of the Mind
Niall W. Slater

This book revises and applies the techniques of performance
criticism, as developed in studies of Shakespeare and modern
drama, to the work of the Roman playwright Plautus, and it
provides a new interpretation of comic heroism in Plautus. In
addition, it concentrates on the phenomenon of metatheatre:
Plautus' theatrically self-conscious use of both conventions and
characters to comment on their own theatricality.

"Slater has a wonderful gift of being able to see the comedies
in his mind's eye."
—Times Literary Supplement
Paper: $14.95 ISBN 0-691-10178-7 doth: $25.00 ISBN 0-691-06624-8

PRICES ARE IN US. DOLLARS

ORDER FROM YOUR BOOKSELLER OR FROM

Princeton University Press
ORDER DEFT., 3175 PRINCETON PDCE,
LAWRENCEVILLE, NJ 08648 U.S.A.
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Philosopher-Kings
The Argument of Plato's Republic
C.D.C. Reeve

The distinctive aim of Philosopher-Kings is to show that the
Republic is not the flawed patchwork it is usually made out to
be by interpreters, but a deeply consistent and systematic
work, which raises fundamental problems for philosophy and
develops powerful and probing solutions to them. The book's
central innovative thesis is that Plato's psychology, more spe-
cifically his theory of desires, holds the key to this, his most
ambitious work,
doth: $39.50 ISBN 0-691-073264

Jewish Symbols in the
Greco-Roman Period
Erwin R. Goodenough
Edited, with, a foreword, by Jacob Neusner

This volume presents to a new generation of readers the most
important portions of Erwin Goodenough's classic thirteen-vol-
ume work, a magisterial attempt to encompass human spiritual
history in general through the study of Jewish symbols in par-
ticular. Revealing that the Jewish religion of the period was
much more varied and complex than the extant Talmudic litera-
ture would lead us to believe, Goodenough presented evidence
for the existence of a Hellenistic-Jewish mystic mythology far
closer to the Qabbalah than to rabbinical Judaism.
Bottingen Series
Cloth: $35.00 ISBN 0-691-09967-7

Bearers of Meaning
The Classical Orders in Antiquity, the Middle
Ages, and the Renaissance
John Onians

John Onians provides a lively illustrated account of the range
of meanings that Western culture has assigned to the Classical
Orders. Onians shows that during the 2,000 years from their first
appearance in ancient Greece through their codification in Ren-
aissance Italy, the Orders—the arrangement of columns and their
capitals known as Doric, Ionic, Corinthian, and so forth—con-
veyed explicit cultural messages and engaged enlightened urban
viewers in a continuing visual dialogue.

Bearers of Meaning serves as a much needed overview of the
history of architectural theory. It will be essential reading not
only for architectural historians in all periods but for everyone
who cares about architecture and its power to affect our thinking,
doth: $75.00 ISBN 0-691-04043-5
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New & Recent Titles

The Dramatic Festivals of
Athens
Second Edition
SIR ARTHUR W. PICKARD-CAMBRIDGE
'Here, as nowhere else, we have all the evidence—literary, epigraphic, and
monumental—set out in convenient form.' Classical Review

0 19 814258 7, Clarendon Press £45.00
September 1988

Aristophanes: Wasps
With an Introduction and Commentary
Edited by DOUGLAS M. MACDOWELL
This new paperback edition, aimed at sixth-form and first-degree students as well as professional scholars, includes
an introduction, a revised text, an apparatus criticus based on a fresh examination of the manuscripts, and a full
commentary, emphasising questions of performance and the play's outstanding comic and dramatic qualities.

0 19 814465 2, Clarendon Paperbacks £10.95

Euripides: Cyclops
With an Introduction and Commentary
Edited by RICHARD SEAFORD
This paperback edition is an invaluable introduction to the text for students, providing a full historical and analytic
account of the satyric drama (of which this is the only example to have survived complete into the modern world),
and a commentary which gives close attention to problems of text, language, and interpretation.

0 19 814065 7, Clarendon Press £9.95

Euripides: Heracles
With Introduction and Commentary
Edited by GODFREY W, BOND
'by so intelligently and often penetratingly discussing patterns oflanguge, Bond
contributes much to the interpretation of this deeply disturbing and moving play.' ','
The Times Educational Supplement

0 19 814060 6, Clarendon Paperbacks £12.50
September 1988

Aeschylus: Choephori
With an Introduction and Commentary
Edited by A. F. GARVIE
'This work of genuine scholarship can only be welcomed as an outstanding, and outstandingly-produced, long-needed edition.
The Times Literary Supplement

0 19 872134 X, Clarendon Paperbacks £12.50
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Scholars Press

ANCIENT HISTORY FROM THE
AMERICAN PHILOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION

CONSULS OF THE LATER ROMAN EMPIRE
Roger Bagnall, Alan Cameron, Seth R. Schwartz, and Klaas A. Worp
Cloth: $50.00 ($34.00) ISBN: 1-55540-099-X
This register sets out the full documentation for every known consulate from 284 - 541
A.D. and so lays a new foundation for the chronology of the Later Empire.

THE MAGISTRATES OF THE ROMAN REPUBLIC, VOLUME HI:
Supplement
T. Robert S. Broughton
Cloth: $44.95 ($30.00) ISBN: 1-55540-811-3
This third volume of Magistrates of the Roman Republic, which supersedes the Sup-
plement published in 1960, incorporates all facts bearing on the careers of Republican
magistrates which scholarly research has brought to light between 1952 and 1986.

95 k FROM REPUBLIC TO PRINCIPATE: An Historical Commentary on
) Cassius Dio's Roman History Books 49-52

Meyer Reinhold
Cloth: $33.00 ($25.00) ISBN: 1-55540-112-0
Paper: $25.00 ($19.99) ISBN: 1-55540-246-1
The first of a projected eleven-volume commentary sponsored by the Dio Project,
Reinhold's work covers Dio's history of the important years 36-29 B.C. in which
Octavian achieved sole power. Reinhold deals both with problems of historical
interpretation and with historiographies questions.

95 THE GREEK HISTORIANS OF THE WEST: Timaeus and His

» Predecessors
Lionel Pearson
Cloth: $41.95 ($30.00) ISBN: 1-55540-078-7
Paper: $21.95 ($15.00) ISBN: 1-55540-151-1

s The lost history of Timaeus (who died about 250 B.C.) was one of the most important
f ancient accounts of Greek civilization in Italy and Sicily. In this study, Pearson

examines the use made of it by later authors and manages substantially to reconstruct
it.

Price in parentheses is available to members of sponsoring societies and subscribers to
Scholars Press journals. Write for information. Prepayment (check, M/C, or Visa)
required. Add $2.50 for postage and handling.
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;ICAL
ANTIQUITY

VOLUME 7/ NUMBER 1/
APRIL 1988
California Studies in Classical Antiquity
Volume 18/ Number 1

WILLIAM w. BATSTONE The Antithesis of Virtue: Sallust's
Synkrisis and the Crisis of the
Late Republic

DEBORAH BOEDECKER Protesilaos and the End of
Herodotus' Histories

P.Y. FORSYTH In the Wake of Etna, 44 B.C.

RICHARD K. GARNER Death and Victory in Euripides'
Alcestis

JOHN R. HEATH The Blessings of Epiphany in
Callimachus' Bath of Pallas

ROSARIA VIGNOLO MUNSON Artemisia in Herodotus

Classical Antiquity is published twice a year. Subscriptions
are $22 for individuals and $44 for institutions (outside U.S.
add $3 postage). Send orders to Classical Antiquity, Journals
Department, 2120 Berkeley Way, Berkeley, CA 94720.

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA PRESS
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Scholia Graeca
in Homeri Iliadem
Recensuit Hartmut Erbse

5 Vols. and 2 Index-Vols. Large-octavo. Cloth

Already published:

Volumen I: Praefationem et Scholia ad
libros A - A continens

(Adiectae sunt tres tabulae phototypicae.)
CIV, 545 pages. 1969. DM 448,- ISBN 3110025582

Volumen II: Scholia ad libros E -1 continens
(Adiectae sunt quattuor tabulae phototypicae.)

XXXVI, 550 pages. 1971. DM 410,- ISBN 311003882 X

Volumen Iff: Scholia ad libros K - s continens
(Adiectae sunt quattuor tabulae phototypicae.)

XXXIV, 685 pages. 1974. DM 498,- ISBN 3110046415

Volumen IV: Scholia ad libros O - T continens
(Adiectae sunt tres tabulae phototypicae.)

XXXIV, 651 pages. 1975. DM 480,- ISBN 3110057700

Volumen V: Scholia ad libros Y - Q continens
XXXIV, 645 pages. With 5 plates. 1977. DM 580,-

ISBN 3110069113

Volumen VI: Indices I - IV continens
X, 634 pages. 1983. DM 478,- ISBN 311009530 0

Volumen Vff:
Indicem V necnon Addenda et Corrigenda continens

XII, 400 pages. With 2 plates and 8 pages plates. 1988.
DM 348,- ISBN 311011314 7

Prices are subject to change
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CAMBRIDGE
Famine and Food Supply in the Graeco-
Roman World
Responses to Risk and Crisis
PETER GARNSEY
This is the first full-length study of famine in antiquity. Peter Garnsey
discusses the systems of food supply and their breakdown in the ancient
Mediterranean and studies the responses of both peasants and urban
populations to the inevitability and unpredictability of food crisis.

338 pp. 0 521 35198 7 £25.00 net

The Origins of Democratic Thinking
The Invention of Politics in Classical Athens
CYNTHIA FARRAR
The development of political theory accompanied the growth of
democracy in Athens in the 5th century BC. By analysing the writings of
Protagoras, Thucydides and Democritus, Dr Farrar reveals the existence
of a distinctive approach to the characterisation of democratic order.

320 pp. 0 521 34054 3 £25.00 net

Substance, Form and Psyche
An Aristotelian Metaphysics
MONTGOMERY FURTH
This book presents a complete rethinking of Aristotle's metaphysical
theory of material substances. Professor Furth discusses Aristotelian
theory in Categories, deAnima, and Metaphysics. It recreates in modern
imagination a vivid, intuitive understanding of Aristotle's concept of
material substance. 344pp. 0 521 34143 4 £30.00 net

Cicero: Cato Maior de Senectute f
Edited with a commentary by J. G. F. POWELL '
This is a complete critical edition of Cicero's Cato Maior de Senectute
(On Old Age) with an introduction and commentary. The introduction
aims to place the work in the context of Cicero's philosophical writing
and emphasises the Roman and Ciceronian qualities of the work, rather
than the search for lost sources. In the commentary, equal weight is
given to matters of text, language and content.

320 pp. 0 521 33501 9 £35.00 net
Cambridge Classical Texts and Commentaries 28

Cambridge University Press "
The Edinburgh Building, Shaftesbury Road, Cambridge CB2 2RU.
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New & Recent Titles

The Fall of the Roman
Republic and Related
Essays
P. A. BRUNT
These essays examine various aspects of the Republic and its
constituent groups of citizens, and the factors which brought about
the revolution that converted it into a monarchy.
0 19 814849 6, Clarendon Press £60.00

THI I"ALL OF THE
ROMAN Rl PUBLIC

Roman Papers
Volumes IV & V
RONALD SYME
These volumes contain papers composed between 1981 and 1985. Many of
them deal with Pliny the Younger and Tacitus; also S trabo, Pliny the Elder,
Statius, Quintilian, and Arrian. Several papers concern the Spanish provinces
and the Greek east.

Volume IV 0 19 814873 9, Clarendon Press £45.00
Volume V 0 19 814885 2, Clarendon Press £35.00

Hellenistic Royal Portraits
R. R. R. SMITH
Royal portraits in sculpture or on coins played an important role in the distinctive form of kingship of the Hellenistic
kings. The visual and written evidence is here combined to give a historical interpretation of the royal image from
Alexander to Kleopatra.

0 19 813224 7, Clarendon Press £60.00

Hellenistic Poetry
G. O. HUTCHINSON
The Hellenistic poets of the 3rd century BC, such as Theocritus, Callimachus, and Apollonius Rhodius, have not
received enough critical attention. This book provides a much-needed overview of their poetry and its influence on
Latin literature.

0 19 814040 1, Clarendon Press £40.00

Poetarum Melicorum Graecorum Fragmenta
Volume I
Edited by MALCOLM DAVIES
This new edition draws on new papyrus finds since Page's famous editions, and benefits from recent editing of the
ancient authors who preserve fragments of the lyric poets. This is the first of four volumes.

0 19 814046 0, Clarendon Press £45.00
November 1988

Symbolae Osloenses
LXIH
Edited by EGIL KRAGGERUD
82 00 18123 5, Norwegian University Press £20.00
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N O T E S TO C O N T R I B U T O R S

1. One copy of an article will suffice. It will usually be returned if the
contributor so requests on submitting it, but as the editors may wish to an-
notate it and furthermore cannot take responsibility for any loss, contributors
should retain another copy.

2. Articles should be typed in double spacing on A4 paper and on one side
of the paper only. Footnotes should be numbered consecutively and typed on
separate sheets. Greek quotations need not be typed, but every letter must be
clear and legible; especial care should be taken over accents and breathings.

3. Quotations in English, Latin, French, etc., should be put in single inverted
commas, e.g.

. . . the phrase ' dux femina facti' has . . .
A quotation within a quoted passage has double inverted commas. Single
words or self-contained phrases (such as fait accompli) may be underlined to
indicate italics. Material inserted within a quotation is placed in square
brackets:

' [The translator]... must ever be casting his eyes upwards from the copy to
the original.'

4. References should normally be given in the footnotes, in the following
form:

BOOKS

R. Syme, The Roman Revolution (Oxford, 1939), pp. 78-9
or op. cit., pp. 78-9.
E. Norden, Die antike Kunstprosab i. 164—81
or op. cit. i. 164—81.
F. Jacoby, FGrHist 328 F 4.
Authors' initials should be stated, at least at their first mention. Abbreviations
should not be assigned to books unless they ace generally familiar (e.g.
OCD2 omitting full points).

ARTICLES
R. P. Winnington-Ingram, 'The Danaid Trilogy', JHS 81 (1961), 141-52
or R. P. Winnington-Ingram, JHS 81 (1961), 141-52.
Both year and volume number should be given.
Abbreviations may follow the style of Marouzeau's UAnne'e philologique.

ANCIENT AUTHORITIES
Aristophanes, Birds 135; Homer, Od. 1.1 (not a 1); Cic. Phil. 2.20 (not 2.8
or 2.8.20); Plin. N.H. 9.176 (not 9.83.176 or 9.83); Quint. 10.1.46; Soph.
O.C. 225 (retain full points; do not use 1. or 11., but, where necessary, line or
lines).
B.C. should appear after, A.D. before, the number of the year. The following
should not be italicized: op. cit., loc. cit., cf., ibid., s.v. -,
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The Classical Association
The main aims of the Classical Association are to promote and sustain interest
in classical studies, to maintain their rightful position in universities and schools,
and to give scholars and teachers opportunities of meeting and discussing their
problems. It organizes an annual conference, lasting four or five days, in a
university centre, and sponsors twenty-nine branches, most of which hold Greek
and Latin Reading Competitions for Scholars. Its activities are fully reported in
its annual Proceedings, issued free to all members.

The present membership of the Association is approximately 4,400. Member-
ship is open both to individuals and to institutions at an annual subscription
of £3.00 (life composition for individual members, £63.00). Members may obtain
the Classical Review and Classical Quarterly at reduced prices (Review, £13.00;
Quarterly, £14.00; combined subscription, £24.00). Greece & Rome may also be
obtained through the Association for an annual subscription of £11.00.
Application for membership and subscriptions for the journals (which should
normally be received by 31 January in each year) should be addressed to
the Hon. Treasurer. Richard Wallace, B.A., M.A., Department of Classics.
University of Keele, Keele, Staffs. ST5 5BG.

The Association can also supply copies of the Index to the First Series of the
Classical Review (price £1.50 for members, £1.75 for non-members, post free)
and of the last issues of The Year's Work in Classical Studies, covering the years
1945-7 (price £1.00 each volume, post free). These publications and details of
the various occasional publications of the Association are obtainable from the
Hon. Treasurer. Inquiries should be sent to either of the Hon. Secretaries (Dr.
J. Percival, Department of Classics, University College Cardiff, P.O. Box 78,
Cardiff CF1 1XL and Miss H. M. Jones, 18 Valley Close, Pinner, Middlesex).
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